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 15,000 first printing.The autistic writer of YOUR BRAIN Tree presents a personal account that
offers further insight in to the autistic brain, sharing his views on how he interacts with others,
experiences the creative process, and processes sensory information.
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A n eloquent accounts of autism from the within Because the grandfather of an autistic boy
who's trying to aid the boy's parents I have been to immersing myself in the wealth of autism
related articles on the web. In this endeavor I've spent some time reading books by autistic
authors. "How can I speak if my lips don't move" by Tito Mukhopadhyay is one such book. That is
his description of some of the stuff that caused him stress and anxiety as a very young
child:"One experience diffused into the following. In it he describes with great eloquence how he
experiences his own circumstance and the world around him. He's obviously an exceptionally
intelligent and observant individual who expresses himself with the instinct of a poet. The
anecdotes he relates, the observations he information, and the thoughts he gives provide us an
illuminating perspective into the effort and interest somebody with this sort of sensory handicap
must spend on study, practice, adapt, struggle to just function on the standard level, just to stay
even. To pay for his or her impairment such individuals have to employ mental resources that
ordinary people never have to tap into because our sensory program so automatically takes care
of those issues for all of us."About his senses when he was very young:"My hearing would
become increasingly powerful whenever that happened (hearing real sounds) and I stopped
seeing anything. As another autistic writer, Iris Johansson, describes in her book  I wondered
whether it acquired left me here all alone. this extra effort also led to extra understanding. The
visitors of this book will have the opportunity to share to some degree in that understanding. I
don't like rating this type of book I don't like rating this type of book. I anticipate reading more
out of this author and other Autistic authors. I was afraid that I would loose my presence
because my shadow acquired left me. I'm offering it five superstars because Tito shared himself
with his readers, and I am grateful to experienced the opportunity to read his story in his own
words and gain his insights. And every knowledge settled in my own mind as an example of an
all natural phenomenon, which laid down the guidelines of the globe. It isn't fiction, where one
can judge the story's plot. fascinating read Tito's mother is a hero - and because of her, Tito can
give us a peek in to the connection with autism. Now he's an author and has given the world an
extremely unique look at non-verbal and very limited-verbal autism. Eminently readable. Well
crafted by a remarkable son. Interesting view! I never would have likely to read a reserve written
by a person who is autistic and incredibly educated! The patience and understanding from his
mother was really his present to the outside globe. He describes why he was enthusiastic about
the mirror on the next floor of one of the homes he grew up in and ceiling supporters and
switches in the additional. Amazing perspective we don't often get to hear I bought this in March,
but April is Autism Awareness Month, and anyone who wants for more information about a
certain kind of autism would prosper to pick this book up."His difficulty along with his senses,
getting enthusiastic about things and overgeneralizing circumstances (like the bird on the tree
and the individual walking by) routinely caused him crippling panic and would lead to screaming
and tantrums frequently during the early years. Five Stars great read Five Stars Amazing look into
a remarkable mind. The publication is a fascinating look in the mind of the author, Tito Rajarshi,
specifically as a kid. I could look at particular things but not at others. Amazing Insight In to the
Brain of the Autistic Kid/Young Adult How Can I Chat If My Lips Don't Move is a book compiled by
an autistic youthful adult, who was simply 19 years older at that time he wrote it. A lot of the
extreme stress calmed as Tito got old and learned the way the world worked a little better.S. I
could not put it down. He describes with vivid detail scenes from as early as 3 years old and that
which was going through his brain and with his senses. An incredible story of his
improvement!One theme through the entire book is the patience, perseverance and belief in her
son that Tito's mother had throughout his childhood. She taught him all kinds of things that a lot



of people would have thought were beyond his capability to learn. He still gets stressed and
anxious using situations, but overall, stuff are much better for him. Even though he was very
youthful and unable to communicate much to her, she continued to teach him, confident that he
was taking it in. First he utilized a letter table and pointed to each letter, and then soon after, he
learned to write by himself.He first learned to communicate using terms when he learned to
spell and write when he was five and six. Many thanks, Tito and Tito's mother! It is written by a
non-verbal autistic man who is able to communicate just by writing. I think my favorite facet of
this reserve was Tito's sense of humor, and I came across myself chuckling out-loud many times.
For instance, if I found a bird on a tree, and, at that very moment, I saw somebody walking next
door in front of our gate, I concluded that whenever a bird sits on a tree, someone needs to walk
next door, What if they did not happen together? Their tantrums might seem ridiculous and
illogical to us, but to them there is something going on, either actual or perceived that's causing
them very real distress.""I recall my voice screaming when I possibly could not find my shadow
anywhere around me.A Different Childhood, the extra work she had to place into studying
other's behavior and expressions in addition to her own sense impressions in order to "be
normal" also had an upside; Although I did appreciate Tito's scattered, whimsical style, I did so
not read this publication for the purpose of experiencing the writing/literature aspect- so I am
not really choosing my rating based on the composing itself either. I believed and thought that
my shadow was an extension of my body. The sensation of loosing my shadow was like shedding
a part of my own body. How this want illuminates Tito's knowing of the sensory complexities that
he struggles to make feeling of can be eloquently expressed in, for example, the essays "THE
ENERGY to regulate Darkness and Light" and "THE ENERGY of a Ceiling Fan to Make Me Feel
Sure". I could focus all my concentration on only one sense, and that is hearing. I am not sure
whether I had to put any kind of effort toward hearing because I was as well youthful and
uninformed in research to analyze the sensory fight that was taking place within my nervous
program. It simply meant that my colours would disappear if there were sounds vibrating
around me. Completely different from other books, other stories, various other autistic people I
have known. He was non-verbal for a lot of his childhood and still continues to have a problem
with verbal language, yet he is extremely expressive in his composing. Stuff that calmed my
senses had been easier to see, while things that stressed my eyesight were not an easy task to
look at. So perhaps I could not see factors as people anticipated me to discover."Something Tito
overheard her mother say to his father:"What is the use of going to someone's home when I
cannot carry on a conversation because I am constantly attempting to keep Tito from playing
with the switches? Tito can't talk, but he is able to write, and what he accumulates on, how he
perceives the globe, are enlightening to a neurotypical person like myself. If you ask me it was
exciting to hear what caused anxiety and that most of his tantrums and screaming at a young
age were due to feeling very anxious. On a broader level, it applies to all kids. Well, I would panic
and get so anxious I would scream. He was born and spent his early years in India, after that
later shifted to the U. Sometimes it had taken a long time to learn a new skill, and occasionally it
needed to be broken into very small methods, but she never seemed to question, at least in her
son's eyes, his ability to learn. As a parent of a kid with autism, this reserve provided me with
useful insight and a renewed knowledge of the anxieties that my daughter goes through each
day. If you're a parent, instructor or friend of someone with autism, this publication within an
invaluable read. Review of book on an aspect of autism Very different from what I
expected.""Mother knew nothing of my selective vision when I was three. I just began it and am
having a little bit of trouble but plan to examine it to the end. This man is apparently non=verbal



but a genius with the written word. Paints a fascinating picture An interesting voice, a compelling
tale of ordinary moments through a wonderful mind. Good for adults and grownups as well. It
skips around a little bit and sometimes the slow pacing was annoying, nonetheless it warrants a
examine to the final. Really enjoyed scanning this, and you will be keeping it to refer to in the
name of understanding my friends on the spectrum better. This eye opener to the countless
challenges being patient with his behavior and searching for the best choices for her son The
task that his mom did in assisting him to learn, being patient along with his behavior and
searching for the best choices for her son. An amazing peek into the autistic universe of a young
child. A relentless mom who helped her kid. This book is amazing., initial to California and to
Texas. An amazing peek in to the autistic mind and its own universe written so therefore well by
way of a kid who is only 18 yrs old.Also relentless effort by an intelligent mother who dedicated
her life to greatly help her son. Amazing. Excellent Excellent book. In addition, it shows us the
wisdom and learning of a fantastic mother who designs and bears out lessons for him on basic
skills along with complicated scientific ideas. The author is much more affected by autism than,
for example, Temple Grandin, therefore his prose is even more limited. I would suggest this
reserve for a reader who would like to learn about autism, instead of for the person who is
looking for a good read. A valuable primary source This book presents the view of an autistic
young man on his perceptions and his growth. Awesome look at of this sad disease.
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